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Abstract
This paper proposes a principle of one-to-one correspondence in performance evaluation of a general class of detection
and recognition algorithms. Such a correspondence between ground-truth entities and algorithm declared entities is essential
in accurately computing objective performance measures such as the detection, recognition, and false alarm rates. We mathematically dene the correspondence by formulating a combinatorial optimal matching problem. In addition to evaluating
detection performance, this methodology is also capable of evaluating recognition performance. Our study shows that the proposed principle for detection performance evaluation is simple, general and mathematically sound. The derived performance
evaluation technique is widely applicable, precise, consistent and ecient. ? 2002 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Performance evaluation; One-to-one correspondence; Edge detection; Corner detection; Automatic target recognition; ROC
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1. Introduction
Performance evaluation of computer vision systems
and algorithms is an important subject of computer vision
research [1–12]. It concerns setting up conventions and
developing techniques by which we compare dierent algorithms and gauge the state-of-the-art in a particular subeld
of computer vision research.
A broad class of computer vision applications concern
detecting and recognizing particular entities in scenes represented by digital images. There is signicant amount of
similarity in the evaluation of systems developed for such
applications. Some commonly used performance metric, such as detection, recognition, and false alarm rates,
are important performance indicators in most of these
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1-508-650-3285; fax: +1-508650-3327.
E-mail address: gang.liu@cognex.com (G. Liu).

applications. In empirical performance evaluation, such
performance measures can be computed from the proper
comparison of algorithm output against ground-truth. In
order for the computed performance measures to be correct, accurate and consistent, a systematic approach is
needed.
For evaluating detection and recognition performance, we
believe that establishing a maximal one-to-one correspondence in conducting the comparison is the key to precise
and consistent computation of such performance measures.
Thereby, we propose it as a principle in such performance
evaluation, and develop a methodology that examplies the
principle. The exact meaning of the principle is captured in
a mathematical formulation of an optimal matching problem. The development of the methodology, i.e., how an
optimal matching problem is set up, transformed into
an optimal assignment problem, and solved by the ecient Hungarian algorithm, is carried out in a discussion of
evaluating edge detection performance [6 –10,13–16]. This
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particular application is chosen because it is adequate for
showing most aspects of the methodology, yet simple and
familiar enough for a very broad audience to understand
the essence of the methodology without the requirement of
other application specic background knowledge. The result, however, is readily applicable to evaluating algorithm
performance in many other detection and recognition applications, such as corner detection, line segment detection,
building detection, and vehicle detection.
Experimental results are reported for performance evaluations in edge detection and automatic target recognition
(ATR) applications [17,18]. Compared with a popular existing technique, the new methodology is found to be more
precise and accurate. Because it is also general, consistent,
conceptually clear, and mathematically sound, we encourage the research community to adopt this methodology as a
standard practice in the empirical evaluation of all detection
and recognition related applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews literature in performance evaluation. Section 3
takes a close look at edge detection performance evaluation. Section 4 provides some background information
for the mathematical foundation of the proposed methodology. Section 5 develops and solves the mathematical
problem that models the detection performance evaluation
scenario. Section 6 derives from the results of Section 5
and presents a practical technique for establishing a maximal one-to-one correspondence between ground-truth and
declared entities. Section 7 presents an experimental comparison between the proposed technique and a distance
transform based technique for edge detector evaluation.
This section also describes how the proposed technique is
used in comparing target detection algorithms on a real image sequence. Section 8 extends the proposed technique to
provide support for recognition performance evaluation in
addition to detection performance evaluation. An example
in ATR evaluation is presented to help the reader better
understand the details of the technique. Section 9 gives a
summary and some concluding remarks. A pointer to the
relevant software source code on the Internet is given at the
end.

2. Literature review
Performance evaluation is an important and active area
of research in computer vision [1–12]. Both theoretical and
empirical approaches are being taken. Haralick takes one
theoretical approach [1,19,20] and uses the covariance propagation technique [2] to characterize algorithm performance.
This approach was also used by Yi et al. [21] to study the
uncertainty in the distance between 2D corner points, by
Ramesh and Haralick [10] to study the performance of an
edge detector, and by Ramesh [3] to study a number of other
algorithms.

In empirical performance evaluation [4 –9,12,22], algorithms are applied to some test data set. Algorithm performance is summarized by examining the algorithm output.
In doing this, both subjective and objective measures of algorithm performance can be used.
Subjective measures are given by human operators who
examine the algorithm output and decide how good that result is for a particular application. For example, Heath et al.
[6] used subjective measures and studied the performance
of ve edge detectors. Real images without ground-truth
were used in their experiments. Human visual rating of
the edge detection result were used to assess the relative
performance of the operators. Heath et al. used correlation
and analysis of variance (ANOVA) to statistically study the
performance data. They also used synthetic data to give an
objective characterization in terms of probability of false
alarm and misdetection rate. Their test data set of 28 images is made available on the Internet. They gave detailed
instructions for others to follow their methodology in
evaluating the performance of other edge detection algorithms. Using the subjective measure has the disadvantage
of requiring many human operators to assess a signicant
amount of algorithm output, which can be very costly. Issues of inter- and intra-observer variations also need to be
taken care of. Therefore, this methodology is suitable for
well-established algorithms, where the signicant eort in
characterizing the performance is justied. Recently, this
research group at the University of Southern Florida works
actively on using objective performance measures based on
ground-truth. Much eort is put into automating the search
for tuning parameters values which correspond to operating points on the receiver operation characteristic (ROC)
curve.
Objective measures are some (usually quantitative) values
computed from the algorithm output. In many cases, these
measures are computed from comparing algorithm output
with the ideal result which one wishes the algorithm would
produce. The ideal result is called the ground-truth. This
is the method that is used in a large number of works in
computer vision literature. For example, Borra and Sarkar
[4] used 50 aerial images to study the performance of three
feature grouping algorithms. The images had manually created ground-truth on the detected edges. Five performance
measures were used to compare the algorithms. They used
ANOVA to analyze the results. Interpretations of the performance were based on the ranking of the algorithms by
the respective measures, as well as on a combined measure.
Burlina et al. [23] used empirical objective performance
measures to select tuning parameters and performed a sensitivity analysis. Cyganski et al. [24] created articial test
data from real images and clutter. From this, they obtained
empirical ROC curves to compare the performance of algorithms. O’Kane et al. [25] reported a study on the eect
of image enhancement on human operators’ target identication ability. They studied three kinds of histogram modication methods and dierent zooming methods. Young
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and Cook [26] compared the performance of matched lter with a human performance model in a target detection
application. Shufelt [27] used a data set of 83 test images
with ground-truth to evaluate monocular building extraction
algorithms. Some pixel-based performance measures were
used to quantitatively evaluate four algorithms. He also provided an analysis for the impact on building detection performance by scene complexity, image obliquity, and object
complexity.
There are also empirical performance evaluation methods
which do not require ground-truth. Among these, Kitchen
and Rosenfeld [9] used the local edge coherence measure to study edge detectors, Cho et al. [5] used bootstrap
methods to study the reliability of edge detector output.
Since the criteria used here were arbitrarily set up, there
are concerns that these measures may have biased characterization that does not correspond to requirements in real
applications.
For the performance evaluation methods that do require
ground-truth, there has not been a widely accepted methodology that dictates exactly how the comparison between the
ground-truth and algorithm output should be conducted. As
a result, it may be very dicult or confusing to directly
compare performance characterization results in dierent
studies, simply due to the lack of a common principle
or methodology. This makes performance evaluation results less useful. Therefore, a pressing issue in performance evaluation is to answer the question of how to
conduct the comparison between algorithm output and
the ground-truth. A common platform should be built
that is based upon clear, sound and easy-to-follow principles. It will facilitate the development of particular
performance evaluation techniques suitable for dierent
applications.
In this paper, we focus our attention on the evaluation
of a general class of detection and recognition algorithms.
Although characterizing their performance is much simpler a task compared with developing such algorithms, such
characterization is often by no means trivial. For example,
consider performance evaluation of automatic target recognition (ATR) algorithms [24,28–37]. Performance of such
algorithms are customarily characterized by the detection
rate, false alarm rate, as well as the recognition rate for the
correctly detected targets. These values need to be determined by properly comparing the algorithm output against
the ground-truth. Frequently, there are multiple ground-truth
target instances in a single test image, and an ATR algorithm may also produce multiple target declarations on that
image. The declared targets may or may not be close enough
to ground-truth targets, and the ones close enough may or
may not have the right identication of the target type.
Also, algorithms may claim more than one target around
a single ground-truth target, and may also claim targets
around clustered ground-truth targets where it is not obvious
which ground-truth target(s) should be associated with the
declarations.
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Faced with this complicated situation, we need to develop
a general, concrete and consistent technique that unambiguously and reasonably classies ground-truth targets into detected and misdetected targets, and classies ATR algorithm
target declarations into correct declarations and false alarms.
Also, for the detected ground-truth targets, it distinguishes
those that are correctly recognized and those that are not.
As a matter of fact, the need for doing such classications
is not unique of ATR performance evaluation. It is a common task in evaluating algorithms for a wide variety of applications, such as building [27] and vehicle detection [22]
in aerial image understanding, and biological cell counting
in medical image analysis.

3. Performance evaluation problems in edge detection
In assessing the performance of edge detectors
[6,9,13–16], we care about the detection rate, false alarm
rate and the average localization error for the correctly
detected edge pixels. A performance assessment technique
needs to classify the edge pixels in the ground-truth into
two distinct classes, namely detected and misdetected edge
pixels, and to classify the edge pixels in the declared edge
map into two distinct classes, namely correct declarations
and false alarms. To tolerate a certain amount of localization error, ground-truth edge pixels and declared edge
pixels do not have to be at exactly the same pixel location in
order for them to be declared as detected ground-truth edge
pixels and correct declarations, respectively. However, each
detected ground-truth edge pixel needs to be associated
with at least one of the correct declarations, and vice versa.
Because of the relaxed requirement on the localization, the
classication and association between ground-truth edge
pixels and declared edge pixels are not trivial problems.
Dierent ways of doing these lead to dierent performance
characterizations.
A distance transform based technique [6,7] has been
customarily used for this purpose. A distance map is rst
obtained where each pixel location is assigned a value
which is the distance from this pixel location to the closest ground-truth edge pixel. A threshold on this distance
is chosen. The correct declarations are all those edge pixels in the declared edge map whose distance values are
not larger than the threshold. The detected ground-truth
pixels are those which have declared edge pixels within
their neighborhoods. The size of the neighborhood is also
determined by the threshold on the distance. The problem with this technique is that it allows multiple-to-one
and one-to-multiple correspondence between ground-truth
and declared edge pixels. Consider the example shown in
Fig. 1, where ground-truth edge pixels are marked by circles, and declared edge pixels are marked by solid squares.
According to a distance transform based method, all
ground-truth pixels are detected and there is no false alarm
declarations.
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3.1. A note on the relevance of performance
characterization for edge detection modules

true

declared

Fig. 1. An example where a distance transform based method fails
to give accurate performance measures.

Just like in other detection applications, one would intuitively want to have an exact one-to-one correspondence
between detected ground-truth edge pixels and correct declarations. If this is established, the numbers of detected
and misdetected ground-truth edge pixels and the numbers of correct declarations and false alarms will be more
informative of edge detection performance. According to
this consideration, for the example in Fig. 1, only two
ground-truth pixels, the one in the middle on the left half
and the one on the right half, are regarded as being detected. The other two on the left half are regarded as being
misdetected. Similarly, only two of the declared pixels, the
one on the left half and one of the three on the right half (in
this example, it does not matter which one of the three is
selected), are regarded as correct declarations. The rest two
on the right half are regarded as false alarm declarations.
Therefore, a more appropriate performance evaluation
method should declare two misdetections and two false
alarms.
Here we propose to establish the desired one-to-one correspondence by setting up a combinatorial optimal matching
problem. This problem is transformed into an unconstrained
optimal assignment problem, which can be eciently solved
by the Hungarian algorithm [38,39]. The solution yields
a maximal one-to-one correspondence between groundtruth edge pixels and declared edge pixels. Performance
characterizations based on this correspondence follow the
intuition and are more informative of the edge detection
performance.
In our experiment, we choose to use a synthetic image
to show the dierence between two evaluation techniques.
Although the use of synthetic imagery in comparing the performance of edge detectors (using a chosen evaluation technique) is questionable [6], it is appropriate in comparing
dierent performance evaluation techniques. This is because
that it allows human observers to make a clear and unambiguous judgment of edge detection quality with minimal
inter- and intra-observer variations. This judgment acts as a
gold standard to which the characterization given by dierent performance evaluation techniques should be compared.
The best performance evaluation technique is the one whose
output is closest to that judgment.

The following development on the edge detector performance evaluation procedure not only serves as an example
for how to establish a one-to-one correspondence in the general performance evaluation framework, it is also very important in its own right. This is due to the wide presence of
edge detection modules in various computer vision systems,
and to the numerous edge detection techniques proposed in
the literature.
Since edge detection is usually at earlier stages of computer vision algorithms and is almost never the nal goal of
any practical system, there is legitimate concern about its
performance characterization without the context of a particular vision system. We agree that, due to the many different ways in which edge detection output is used by subsequent vision algorithm modules, the impact of edge detection quality on the entire vision system performance will
vary among dierent vision systems. However, we still insist on the need for a general framework for precise characterization of edge detection quality. This framework needs
to adopt a set of quality measures that are general enough to
be used in as many dierent applications as possible. At the
same time, the quality measures needs to be capable of carrying enough specic information in order to be useful. For
most applications, we believe that the detection rate, false
alarm rate, and average localization error constitute a good
set of measures for this purpose.
In addition, algorithm performance sensitivity analysis is
an important subject in performance evaluation [2,3,19,23].
Highly precise quality measures are essential in studying the
sensitivity of the entire vision system performance to the
edge detection module. Precision here refers to the sensitivity in the values of the measures to changes in the edge
detector output. A quality measure is considered precise if
very small changes in the edge detector output are captured
and reected by small changes in the value of the quality
measure. As supported by experimental analysis, the performance measures computed from the methodology proposed
in this paper is much more precise than a distance-transform
based technique, which is being customarily used. We realize that this level of precision might be so high that it is not
even necessary for certain computer vision systems, which
can be true because of the relative insensitivity of the entire vision system performance to the edge detection module
performance. However, we insist on promoting a general
framework over ad hoc techniques, especially when such a
general framework provides very high precision with fairly
low cost.
4. Mathematical foundation—assignment problem
and its solution
This section provides a brief introduction to the optimal
assignment problem. It also introduces proper notation to
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facilitate later discussions. The optimal assignment problem
and its solution are essential in solving the problem formulated in the next section. More details of the assignment
problem and its solution can be found in standard textbooks
such as Ref. [38].

4.1. Unconstrained optimal assignment problem
In the assignment problem, one is concerned with
establishing a full one-to-one correspondence between
two discrete sets K and L, both of which have N elements. An assignment is a full one-to-one mapping
a : K → L.
Let the cost for associating k ∈ K with l ∈ L be q(k; l).
The total cost of an assignment a is


q(k; a(k)):

(1)

k∈K

The assignment problem is to nd an optimal assignment
a : K → L with the smallest cost among all possible full
one-to-one mappings. If there is some constraint between
the k’s and the l’s, a constraint which prohibits certain
pairings, then the problem becomes the constrained optimal assignment problem. Otherwise, it is the unconstrained
problem.
If q(k; l) is nite for all k ∈ K and l ∈ L, an optimal solution to the unconstrained problem always exists, but might
not be unique. However, from the optimization point of
view, all optimal solutions are equivalent.
For an integral or rational valued cost function q(·; ·),
an optimal assignment can be found by the Hungarian algorithm [38,39]. This is a numerical search algorithm that
guarantees to arrive at one optimal solution. The computational complexity is O(N 3 ) [39].
In the context of edge detection performance evaluation, K is the set of ground-truth edge pixels, and L is
the set of declared edge pixels. The cost q(k; l) is a measure of the distance between a ground-truth edge pixel
k and a declared edge pixel l. Dierent forms of distance measure can be used, e.g., the L1 norm (city-block
distance), L2 norm (Euclidean distance), and L∞ norm.
In our experiments, the Euclidean distance squared is
used.
In edge detection evaluation, most likely the number of
ground-truth edge pixels is not equal to the number of declared edge pixels. It appears that the assignment problem
does not apply. However, this can be xed easily. Conceptually, we can think of adding imaginary pixels to the set
with the smaller number of elements. The distance from
any imaginary pixel to all pixels in the other set is assigned a nite but very large value. This way, in the assignment the imaginary pixels will not compete with any
of the original real pixels for any pixel in the other set. In
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the end, all imaginary pixels will also be associated with
pixels in the other set. All those pixels that are the counterparts of the imaginary pixels are considered unmatched,
and therefore are either misdetected ground-truth edge pixels (if the imaginary pixels were added to the declared edge
pixel set) or false alarms in the declared edge map (if
the imaginary pixels were added to the ground-truth edge
pixel set).

4.2. The Hungarian algorithm
An unconstrained optimal assignment problem is essentially determined by its cost function q(·; ·). An exhaustive
search for an optimal solution would require a prohibitive
O(N !) computations of the total cost in Eq. (1). Fortunately,
this can be avoided.
Let the cost function be represented in a matrix form.
Adding a constant to any row of the matrix does not change
the optimal solutions. (Although adding a constant changes
the total cost of the resulting optimal assignment, it is an
optimal assignment, not its associated total cost, that is of
interest to us). Similarly, adding a constant to any column
of the matrix does not change the solutions, either. Therefore, two matrices are considered as in dierent equivalent forms of a same matrix if one can be obtained from
the other via a sequence of additions of constants to various rows and columns. The Hungarian algorithm [38– 40]
works by nding the maximum number of independent zeros in all equivalent forms of the cost matrix. Due to the
Konig-Egervary Theorem [38,39,41,42], this is equivalent
to nding the smallest number of lines (rows and columns)
to cover all zeros.
In this research, we take a black-box approach to the
Hungarian algorithm. It is simply used as a proven and ecient tool to solve the assignment problem. In performance
evaluation, it is sucient to know the existence of such
a solution, to know its computational complexity, and to
have available its software implementation. The details of
the algorithm are not of major interest to this research and,
therefore, are omitted here. Interested readers can nd the
details of the algorithm in Refs. [38– 42] and the references
therein.
In the situation where every element in K is allowed
to be paired with every element in L with a nite cost,
an optimal solution always exists. Furthermore, if all entries in the cost matrix are integral or rational numbers,
the Hungarian algorithm is guaranteed to arrive at one
optimal solution with nite iterations. The Knuth implementation [39] of the algorithm handles the integral cost
matrix. This implementation also handles the case where
the numbers of elements in K and L are not equal, in which
case an optimal subset of the bigger set appears in the nal
pairs. The computational complexity is O(m2 n) where m
is the smaller of the cardinalities |K| and |L|, and n is the
larger.
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elements) of Ks (m)

5. Detection performance evaluation—an optimal
matching problem
In edge detection performance evaluation, we know that
corresponding ground-truth edge pixels and declared edge
pixels cannot be very far apart spatially. It makes sense
to set up a threshold on the maximum tolerable localization error, i.e., the maximum tolerable distance between a
ground-truth edge pixel and a declared edge pixel that are to
be associated with each other. The threshold on the distance
between them can be conveniently set by the neighborhood
size used in edge detection. To enforce this requirement,
all we need is to put a constraint in the optimal assignment
problem:
q(k; a(k)) 6 

∀k ∈ K;

(2)

where  denotes the maximum tolerable distance. The
constrained optimal assignment problem is then to nd
an assignment a : K → L which minimizes the cost in
Eq. (1) among all assignments that satisfy the constraint
in Eq. (2).
For the constrained problem, the niteness of q(k; l) does
not guarantee the existence of a solution. However, in order to determine misdetections and false alarms in performance evaluation, we have to nd some reasonable association, maybe compromised in some way, between the k’s and
the l’s.
Taking a closer look at the situation, we realize that the
constrained optimal assignment problem in its original form
is not an appropriate model for our detection performance
evaluation problem. Our problem, however, can be well
modeled by an optimal matching problem.
The matching problem is similar to the assignment problem in that it tries to establish a one-to-one pairing between
elements in K and L. Here the sizes of K and L may be
dierent. There is a compatibility relationship H ⊂ K × L.
Any k ∈ K and l ∈ L for which (k; l) ∈ H are not allowed
to be associated with each other. Only a subset of K needs
to be associated with distinct elements in L. The matching
problem is to determine a match with the largest number of
pairs.
Naturally, for our problem at hand, the compatibility
relationship is
H = {(k; l) ∈ K × L | q(k; l) 6 }:

r(m) = |Ks (m)|:

(4)

In edge detection evaluation, we are only interested in
the largest ranking matches, which are called the maximal matches. Let M be the set of all possible matches
between K and L subject to the compatibility relationship H . Then the set of maximal matches can be formally
written as


Mx = m ∈ M | r(m) = max r(n) :
n∈M

The cost for such a maximal match m is dened as


C(m) =

q(k; m(k)):

The optimal matching problem is to minimize this cost over
all maximal matches.
m0 = arg min C(m):
m∈Mx

(7)

In edge detection performance evaluation, the solution to the
optimal matching problem gives the largest possible number of associated pairs between ground-truth and declared
edge pixels. Among all the dierent ways for making such
a match, it picks the one with the smallest total localization error. In a sense, it is trying to give the most positive interpretation of the declared edge map. This is the
right attitude, since all computer vision algorithms using
the edge map should strive to make the most positive use
of it.

5.1. Solving the optimal matching problem
We use the idea of “ghost pair” to transform the optimal matching problem back to the unconstrained optimal
assignment problem, solve the optimal assignment problem
using the Hungarian algorithm, and then apply some simple post-processing to enforce the constraint and obtain the
solution to the optimal matching problem.
Let d denote a very large but nite value. For example,
d = |K| × :

Ks (m) = {k ∈ K | q(k; m(k)) 6 }:

The cost function is selectively modied by

The rank of a match m is the number of valid pairs it
establishes between the elements in K and those in L.
Formally, it is dened as the cardinality (number of

(6)

k∈Ks (m)

For any particular match m : K → L, let Ks (m) be a subset
of K containing all the members for which the constraint is
satised.
(3)

(5)


q(k; l) =

d

(8)

if q(k; l) ¿ ;

q(k; l) otherwise:

(9)
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Then the matrix form of this modied cost function is augmented to a square matrix by padding the shorter dimension
with the value d. This corresponds to adding imaginary
elements to the smaller set to make the two sets of equal
size. We now have an unconstrained optimal assignment
problem that is dened by this augmented cost matrix. Each
pair of elements in K and L whose cost gets changed to
d is called a “ghost pair”. Since d is such a large value,
the two elements in a ghost pair do not compete for each
other against other elements in the assignment process.
Notice that, each ground-truth edge pixel is typically involved in many ghost pairs since there are almost always
declared edge pixels that are faraway from it. The same is
true for each declared edge pixel. However, some detected
ground-truth edge pixels and some correctly declared edge
pixels are also involved in pairs that are not ghost pairs. In
the association process, it is these non-ghost pairs that are
of interest to us. Nonetheless, the provision for the ghost
pairs is necessary in order to change the hard constraint on
the compatibility relationship into penalty terms in the total
cost. This is the key element in transforming the constrained
matching problem into an unconstrained assignment
problem.
At least one optimal solution to this new unconstrained
assignment problem exists due to the niteness of the cost
function. Such a solution can be found by the Hungarian
algorithm. In the resulting solution, we examine again the
cost between the assigned pairs, to enforce the compatibility relationship. The pairs whose cost are not larger
than  are good associations. They give corresponding
detected ground-truth edge pixels and correct declarations. The cost of each of the rest of the pairs is larger
than , and these pairs must either be ghost pairs, or involve the imaginary pixels added in augmenting the cost
matrix.
Remember that the original distance between the two
elements in a ghost pair is larger than the threshold. In
edge detection performance evaluation, we do not allow
pixels that are farther apart than the threshold to be associated with each other. The two elements in a resulting ghost pair are then determined to be a misdetected
ground-truth edge pixel and a false alarm in the declared
edge map.
The other kind of pairs whose cost is larger than  involve imaginary pixels. The real elements in such pairs
come from the set whose number of elements is larger than
that of the other set. Therefore, these are the “left-overs”
that did not succeed in competing for the limited number
of counterparts from the other set. If the imaginary elements were added to the set of ground-truth pixels, that
means there are too many edge pixels in the algorithm output. Therefore, these left-overs reect false alarms. Otherwise, if the imaginary elements were added to the set of
declared edge pixels, that means there are not enough edge
pixels in the algorithm output. The left-overs reect misdetections.
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6. Practical technique—association procedure
6.1. Edge detection result classication and association
procedure
Note that the Hungarian algorithm can be implemented
to handle cases where the numbers of elements in K and
L are dierent [39]. The conceptual addition of imaginary
elements in augmenting the cost matrix does not need to
be literally carried out. An implementation can achieve the
same eect without the extra computational burden required
in doing that. Therefore, the cost matrix augmentation step
does not need to be explicitly carried out.
The following is an outline of the edge detection result
classication and association procedure.
Step 1: Resolving the simple cases:
• The ground-truth edge pixels which coincide at exactly the
same pixel locations with some declared edge pixels are
automatically determined as detected ground-truth edge
pixels. They are associated with those declared edge pixels at the same locations, hence they have no localization
error. The declared edge pixels that these ground-truth
pixels are associated with are automatically determined
as correct declarations.
• The ground-truth edge pixels which do not have any
declared edge pixel within a distance of the chosen
threshold  are automatically determined as misdetected
ground-truth edge pixels.
• Similarly, the declared edge pixels which do not have
any ground-truth edge pixel within a distance of the
chosen threshold  are automatically determined as false
alarms.
The rest of the procedure deals only with the ground-truth
and declared edge pixels that are left undetermined.
Step 2: Let K be the set of ground-truth edge pixel locations, L be the set of declared edge pixel locations. Let NK
and NL be the numbers of elements in them, respectively.
Create an NK ×NL matrix Q of distance values between each
pair in K × L.
Step 3: Selectively modify Q by applying the rule in (9),
with NK as |K| in (8).
Step 4: Apply the Hungarian algorithm on the modied Q.
Step 5: Examine the resulting assignment.
• For each assigned pair
◦ if the value in the distance map Q is not larger than ,
this is a valid association. The involved ground-truth
and declared edge pixels are paired up and to be
counted as a detected ground-truth pixel and a correct
declaration;
◦ otherwise, this is a ghost pair. If this pair is denoted by
(k; l), k is counted as a misdetected ground-truth edge
pixel, and l is counted as a false alarm.
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• The left-over elements in K (if NK ¿ NL ) or L (if
NK ¡ NL ) that are not paired up are all misdetected
ground-truth edge pixels (if NK ¿ NL ) or false alarms (if
NK ¡ NL ).
6.2. Corner and line segment detection performance
evaluation
The exact procedure just described can be applied directly
without any change in evaluating algorithms for many kinds
of detection applications. Two simple examples are corner
detection and line segment detection. These are important
because many complex vision systems use corners and line
segments as basic image feature units. The performance of
corner and line segment detection modules can signicantly
aect the overall performance of the entire system.
Evaluating corner detection performance is almost identical to evaluating edge detection performance. In most applications, the Euclidean distance squared is suitable for
constructing the distance matrix Q. This was used in a
study to compare three dierent corner detection algorithms
[43– 45]. To limit the length of this paper, details of this
evaluation is not included here.
Evaluating line segment detection performance just requires a dierent distance measure in constructing the distance matrix Q. A weighted Hausdor distance [46] could
be used in this case.


S2
S1
q(S1 ; S2 ) = max
;
max(h(S1 ; S2 ); h(S2 ; S1 ));
S2
S1
(10)
where S1 and S2 denote two line segments, and the double
vertical bars denote the Euclidean norm (length) of a line
segment. The function h(·; ·) denotes the (directed) Hausdor distance [46] dened as


h(Sa ; Sb ) = max min x − y :
(11)
∀x∈Sa

∀y∈Sb

q(S1 ; S2 ) in Eq. (10) is the balanced Hausdor distance between the two line segments S1 and S2 weighted by the ratio

in the length of the two segments. Therefore, it penalizes
both the dierence in length and the dierence in location
and orientation of two line segments.

7. Experiment
7.1. Comparing with distance transform based evaluation
technique
We use the synthetic test image used in Ref. [6] to compare the proposed method with a distance transform based
method for edge detection performance evaluation. This test
image is 64 × 64, and has a brighter disk of a constant gray
value against a darker constant background. White Gaussian noise is added to obtain a noisy version of the image
with SNR = 4. Fig. 2(a) shows the ground-truth edge map
obtained by following the boundary (using 8-connectivity)
of the disk on the noise-free image. There are a total of
132 ground-truth edge pixels and 3964 background pixels.
Notice that this ground-truth is dierent from that used
in Ref. [6], where a three-label (true-positive, don’t-care,
and false-positive) ground-truth is used. Here we want
to give sharper performance measures and do not specify
the “don’t-care” region in the ground-truth. Our method,
however, can easily accommodate the provision for the
“don’t-care” zone in situations where it is desired. This is
done by re-examining the false alarms and omitting the
ones falling in that zone.
We apply the implementation of Canny’s edge detector
used in Ref. [6] to the noisy image with dierent tuning parameters. Fig. 2(b) shows the edge map produced
from the tuning parameters of (1:05; 0:77; 0:88) given in
Ref. [6]. We also choose two other sets of parameters
which give more obvious misdetections and false alarms,
respectively. Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) show the resulting edge
maps.
The proposed optimal matching based method and the
distance transform based method are used to compare the

Fig. 2. Edge maps in comparing the proposed and a distance transform based performance evaluation methods. (a) Ground-truth (b) Edge
map 1. (c) Edge map 2. (d) Edge map 3.
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Table 1
Performance measures for the declared edge maps by two performance evaluation methods
Optimal matching

Distance transform

Edge
map

#MD

#FA

RMS loc
error

#MD

#FA

RMS loc
error

1
2
3

0
9
0

42
28
74

0.5
1.39
1.0

0
0
0

0
0
28

1.0
1.27
1.0

declared edge maps with the ground-truth edge map. The distance transform based method used in Ref. [6] has a circular
search radius of three pixels for edge (true-positive) pixels.
Our implementation of this method used in the experiment
reported here uses a square search region of 5 × 5 pixels
with the origin at the center. The Euclidean distance squared
is used to form the distance matrix of the proposed method.
The threshold  in inequality (2) is√set to 8, corresponding to a circular search radius of 2 2. Table 1 gives the
performance measures of number of misdetections (#MD),
number of false alarms (#FA), and the root-mean-squared
(RMS) localization error for the detected ground-truth edge
pixels from these two methods.
It should be noted that the purpose of the current experiment is to demonstrate the appropriateness of enforcing
one-to-one correspondence for counting misdetections and
false alarms and calculating localization error for correct
detections. It is not our purpose here to carry out a full empirical evaluation of any edge detector. No eort is made to
tune the detector to achieve its best performance according
to the performance measures.
When examining the data in Table 1, the emphasis should
be on comparing the same performance measures given by
the two dierent methods.
In visually comparing edge map 1 with the ground-truth,
we see no misdetection. However, the thickness of the
edge is not even, with some parts being 8-connected and
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some parts being densely 4-connected. According to our
8-connected thin ground-truth edge map and the one-to-one
correspondence principle, these thicker parts of the declared
edge (where edge pixels have more than two 8-neighbors)
contain false alarms. The proposed method precisely picks
out these declared pixels as false alarms, which are shown
in Fig. 3(a). On the other hand, the distance transform based
method leniently accepts all declared edge pixels as being
appropriate. If, however, this level of detail is not of interest,
a “don’t care” zone can be specied in the ground-truth.
The false alarms declared by the proposed method falling
into that zone will then be tolerated and not counted as false
alarms. If that were done, both methods would claim no false
alarm.
The dierence between the two methods is clearer on
their evaluation results on edge maps 2 and 3. In edge map
2, we clearly see gaps in the declared edge map which
we certainly want to call misdetections. At the same time,
we also see some false alarms on thicker parts of the
declared edges. Both of these are reected in the evaluation
result by the proposed method. The identied misdetection and false alarm pixels are shown in Fig. 3(b) and
3(c), respectively. The distance transform based method is
overly lenient again and declares no misdetection nor false
alarm.
In edge map 3, the proposed method treats not only the
stray edge pixels as false alarms, but also some on the thicker
parts of the edges around ground-truth edges. These pixels are shown in Fig. 3(d). The distance transform based
method treats only those stray edge pixels as false alarms,
and tolerates all declared edge pixels around ground-truth
edge pixels.
In general, we observe the tendency of the distance transform based method to be overly reluctant to declare false
alarms around ground-truth edge locations, and overly reluctant to declare misdetections around any declared edge
pixel. It gives inappropriately high performance measures.
The optimal matching based method is more precise, and
gives performance measures agreeing with subjective evaluation.

Fig. 3. Misdetection and false alarm edge pixels in the edge maps. (a) False alarms in map 1. (b) Misdetections in map 2. (c) False alarms
in map 2. (d) False alarms in map 3.
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at all. Out of the 340 frames, there are 244 frames where
the target is either not occluded, or not signicantly occluded. Fig. 4 shows the rst frame of the sequence with the
true target boundary outlined. Also shown in the gure is
the detection result on this image by one of the algorithms
studied.
Six target detection algorithms were run independently on
each of the images in the sequence. Thresholds in the algorithms were changed over a range of values. At each threshold value, the output from each algorithm on each image
was compared with the ground-truth for that image using the
technique described in the previous section. The comparison results for all 340 images together were used to compute
the detection and false alarm rates for that algorithm at a
detection performance level corresponding to that threshold
value. This gave one point on the ROC curve for that algorithm. The points corresponding to all tested threshold values make up the entire ROC curve for that algorithm. The
statistical Z-test [47] was conducted to examine the significance of the dierence between the performance of the algorithms. More details of the algorithms and the evaluation
results can be found in Ref. [48].

8. ATR performance evaluation

Fig. 4. First frame in the tank image sequence and detection result
by the combined algorithm. (a) True target. (b) Detection result
by one ART algorithm.

7.2. Evaluating tank target detection performance
The proposed method was applied to comparing the performance of six algorithms in detecting a moving tank target in a sequence of 340 forward-looking infrared (FLIR)
images. This sequence was acquired from a newly developed low-cost uncooled sensor, which is known to produce
low quality imagery. In many of the 340 images, one single tank target is present and not signicantly occluded.
In others, the tank target is either present but with some
parts occluded by the terrain, or not present in the image

The proposed methodology is useful in many applications
where a maximal one-to-one correspondence is to be established between two sets, a distance-like dissimilarity=penalty
measure can be made between the elements in the two
sets, and the pairing process is constrained by some threshold on the dissimilarity=penalty measure. We choose to
base our discussion rst on the edge detection application not only due to the importance of edge detection as
a major feature extraction module in many computer vision algorithms, but also due to the relative simplicity of
its performance evaluation. This way, the main idea of
the proposed methodology can be described more clearly
without confusion from other unrelated application-specic
issues.
Now that the methodology has been described clearly, we
use it to develop a procedure for ATR performance evaluation. The purpose of this section is two-fold. First, it shows
how the proposed methodology is easily extended to support
recognition performance evaluation. Second, it gives a detailed example to let the reader walk through the procedure
in order to help the understanding.
In characterizing ATR performance, not only do we need
to determine the detection rate and false alarm rate, we also
need to compute the recognition rate for the correctly detected targets. In this situation, a two-stage procedure needs
to be used. This procedure rst identies targets that are
both correctly detected and correctly recognized. It then
identies targets that are correctly detected but incorrectly
recognized. In the rst stage, the distance matrix is constructed so that only targets of the same class ID can po-
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Table 2
Targets in the example on using the proposed method for ATR
performance evaluation
Ground-truth

Fig. 5. Ground-truth and declared targets compared by the two-stage
matching procedure to determine the detected, recognized and false
alarm targets. (a) Ground-truth targets. (b) Declared targets.

tentially form pairs. The targets paired up by this stage are
those both correctly detected and correctly recognized. The
left-overs go through the second stage. In this stage, the
target class ID does not play any role in the construction
of the distance matrix. The pairs formed in this stage involve only targets that are correctly detected but incorrectly
recognized.
The number of correctly detected targets is the sum of
the numbers of pairs produced by the two stages. Among
these pairs, those produced by the rst stage are the ones
for the targets also correctly recognized. The left-overs from
the second stage are the misdetected and false alarm targets.
All the pairs and left-overs provide the precise information
required in constructing the confusion matrix to show the
recognition performance of an ATR system. This procedure

Declared

Reference Class

Centroid

Reference

Class

Centroid

t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
t10

(268; 60)
(391; 74)
(253; 114)
(72; 243)
(209; 205)
(370; 191)
(268; 259)
(429; 287)
(149; 367)
(236; 351)

d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6
d7
d8
d9
d10
d11
d12
d13

21
1
18
24
19
25
15
31
26
3
4
9
23

(269; 59)
(392; 74)
(255; 113)
(211; 205)
(284; 177)
(414; 154)
(327; 203)
(371; 191)
(73; 243)
(111; 281)
(256; 251)
(237; 351)
(431; 286)

21
1
18
26
24
31
29
23
27
9

is used in the experiments in Refs. [18,48] for evaluating
ATR algorithm performance.
An example is provided here. Fig. 5(a) shows one of
the test images used in this study. There are ten target instances in this image, with their silhouettes overlaid and an
instance number given by which they are referenced. These
targets are referred to as t1 ; : : : ; t10 . The rst “class” column
in Table 2 gives the class identication of these targets.
The rst “centroid” column in the table gives the positions
of the centroids of these targets in image column and row
coordinates.
Fig. 5(b) shows the output from one algorithm with
the silhouettes of the thirteen declared targets overlaid
on the image. The image also shows the instance numbers for these declared targets, which are referred to as
d1 ; : : : ; d13 . The second “class” and “centroid” columns in
Table 2 gives the classes and locations of these declared
targets.
The Euclidean distance squared is used in constructing
the distance matrix in the proposed performance evaluation
method. In tolerating the location error, a threshold on the
squared distance of  = 625 pixel2 is used, corresponding to
a circular search region of radius 25 pixels.
In the rst stage of the procedure, only targets of the
same class (same class ID, not instance number) can be
paired up. For any pair of ground-truth and declared targets whose class ID numbers are dierent, a distance value
of 626, which is greater than the threshold  = 625, is
assigned, regardless of the actual distance between the
centroids of these targets. The actual distance is used only
for pairs of targets whose class ID numbers are the same.
Fig. 6 shows the resulting distance matrix. Subjecting this
matrix to the procedure in Section 6, we nd eight pairs—
eight out of the ten ground-truth targets are both correctly
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Fig. 6. Distance matrix used in the rst matching procedure for determining targets both correctly detected and correctly recognized.
Threshold to be used is 625.

Table 3
Targets that are both correctly detected and correctly recognized
Ground-truth
Declared
Class ID

t1
d1
21

t2
d2
1

t3
d3
18

t5
d4
24

t6
d8
31

t4
d9
26

t10
d12
9

t8
d13
23

detected and correctly recognized. These are shown in
Table 3.
The targets left unpaired are t7 ; t9 on the ground-truth
side and d5 ; d6 ; d7 ; d10 ; d11 on the declaration side. Any
valid pairing between them that satises the distance
constraint identies correctly detected but incorrectly
recognized targets. The distance matrix for the second
stage of the procedure contains only the actual distances, as shown in Fig. 7. The solution is obvious: only
(t7 ; d11 ) is a valid pair whose distance is smaller than the
threshold.
Now the full characterization of the algorithm output in
Fig. 5(b) can be summarized as follows:
• Of the 10 ground-truth target instances
◦ nine are correctly detected, eight of which are also
correctly recognized;
◦ (redundant) one was misdetected; one was correctly
detected but incorrectly recognized.
• Of the 13 declared target instances

Fig. 7. Distance matrix used in the second matching procedure for
determining correctly detected but incorrectly recognized targets.
Threshold to be used is 625.

◦ nine are correct declarations, eight of which also have
the correct class ID;
◦ (redundant) four are false alarms which do not correspond to any ground-truth target; one correct declaration has a wrong target class ID declared.

9. Summary and conclusion
We propose enforcing a maximal one-to-one correspondence as a general principle to follow in evaluating
detection performance. We argue that it leads to a most
reasonable association between the ground-truth entities
and the entities declared by algorithms. This applies to a
broad class of detection and recognition applications. We
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develop the principle mathematically by formulating an
optimal matching problem. This problem is transformed
into an unconstrained optimal assignment problem, which
is known to have an ecient solution technique, namely
the Hungarian algorithm. The solution to the problem establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the detected
ground-truth entities and the correct declarations in the algorithm output. The correspondence also determines misdetected ground-truth entities, false alarms in the declaration,
and the computation of localization error for the detected
ground-truth entities. We showed examples where the appropriateness, preciseness and generality of this technique are
veried.
Although the main development of the principle and the
derived technique is carried out in an edge detector evaluation scenario, this methodology is readily applicable to
evaluating performance of other applications, such as corner and line segment detection, and building and vehicle detection in aerial images. These applications share the common feature that both detection performance and localization
performance are of interest, and that they are closely tied
together.
We extend the technique to support recognition performance evaluation. This requires a two-stage procedure,
which is outlined for the ATR application. This procedure
can be applied with marginal or no modications for other
detection and recognition applications, such as evaluating the performance of multiple category biomedical cell
counting algorithms.
From the development of the methodology, as well as
from its successful application in a number of dierent detection and recognition evaluation experiments, we believe
that the one-to-one correspondence principle is general,
clear and mathematically sound. The technique derived
from this principle is precise, consistent and ecient.
Therefore, we highly recommend the principle and technique be adopted by the research community as a standard
practice in empirically evaluating detection and recognition
performance.
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